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	Algebraic geometry has found fascinating applications to coding theory
	and cryptography in the last few decades. This book aims to provide the
	necessary theoretical background for reading the contemporary literature on
	these applications. An aspect that we emphasize, as it is very useful for
	the applications, is the interplay between nonsingular projective curves over
	finite fields and global function fields. This correspondence is well known
	and frequently employed by researchers, but nevertheless it is difficult to find
	detailed proofs of the basic facts about this correspondence in the expository
	literature. One contribution of our book is to fill this gap by giving complete
	proofs of these results.


	We also want to offer the reader a taste of the applications of algebraic
	geometry, and in particular of algebraic curves over finite fields, to coding
	theory and cryptography. Several books, among them our earlier book
	Rational Points on Curves over Finite Fields: Theory and Applications, have
	already treated such applications. Accordingly, besides presenting standard
	topics such as classical algebraic-geometry codes, we have also selected
	material that cannot be found in other books, partly because it is of recent
	origin.


	As a reflection of the above aims, the book splits into two parts. The first
	part, consisting of Chapters 1 to 4, develops the theory of algebraic varieties,
	of algebraic curves, and of their function fields, with the emphasis gradually
	shifting to global function fields. The second part consists of Chapters 5 and
	6 and describes applications to coding theory and cryptography, respectively.
	The book is written at the level of advanced undergraduates and first-year
	graduate students with a good background in algebra.


	We are grateful to our former Ph.D. students David Mayor and Ayineedi
	Venkateswarlu for their help with typesetting and proofreading.We also thank
	Princeton University Press for the invitation to write this book.
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UNIX and Linux System Administration Handbook (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The twentieth anniversary edition of the world’s best-selling UNIX system administration book has been made even better by adding coverage of the leading Linux distributions: Ubuntu, openSUSE, and RHEL.  


	 


	This book approaches system...
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OCA/OCP: Oracle9i DBA Fundamentals I Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 1Z0-031: OCA/OCP: Oracle9i DBA Fundamentals I Study Guide
	In-depth coverage of official exam objectives     
	Practical information on implementing and managing Oracle9i databases     
	Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on...
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The Best Damn Management Book Ever: 9 Keys to Creating Self-Motivated High AchieversJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Anyone who knows me knows I am a maniacal sports fan. I religiously follow Major League Baseball (San Francisco Giants), NFL football (New York Giants), and NBA basketball (Boston Celtics). My knowledge of useless sports trivia has won me numerous drinks in more bars than I care to remember. I see nothing wrong with Jimmy Fallon’s...
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Machine Learning in Document Analysis and Recognition (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The objective of Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) is to recognize the text and graphical components of a document and to extract information. With first papers dating back to the 1960’s, DAR is a mature but still growing research field with consolidated and known techniques. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engines are some of the...
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SAP SCM Interview Questions Answers and Explanations: SAP Supply Chain Management Certification ReviewEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P SCM Consultants  SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SCM is the future for supply chain activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP SCM Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From...
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Access 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Welcome to the Microsoft Access 2010 Bible, your personal guide to a powerful, easy-to-use database-management system. This book is in its eleventh revision and has been totally rewritten for Microsoft Access 2010 with new text, new pictures, and a completely new and improved set of example files.


	This book examines Access 2010...
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